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INTRODUCTION
In December 1983, seven successful women entrepreneurs who
shared a vision to build a strong force of women entrepreneurs
formed the Association of Women Entrepreneurs of Karnataka,
AWAKE, in Bangalore. The association motivates women to
embark on their endeavor of entrepreneurship and supports them
to establish themselves as successful entrepreneurs, thus helping
them to join the economic mainstream.
In 1984, AWAKE started with business counseling as its main
service offered to prospective women entrepreneurs, later
expanding to entrepreneurship development trainings.
Since 2018, AWAKE and the Programme for Modernisation and
Innovation Promotion in MSMEs in India (MSME INNO),
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmbH, are offering innovation promotion services at a shared
Innovation Facilitation Cell (IFC).
The IFC strengthens AWAKE’s services for MSME growth and
sustenance. It also improves the local innovation ecosystem
through fostering cooperation and sustainability of MSMEs in
Bangalore.

Such IFCs are important tools for establishing innovation
promotion services by enhancing collaboration between
innovation enabling service providers (research institutions,
academia, etc.) and industries.

In summary, the AWAKE-GIZ IFC promotes innovation
so that more women incubate, innovate and invest. Services
that are offered include:
•
•
•
•

Workshops for dissemination of knowledge on topics
like food industries, handicrafts, beauty and wellness
Introducing MSMEs to innovative practices and
technologies
Networking support on cluster level; creating linkages
with buyers, academia, the government, banks, etc.
Exposure visits to adapt best practices

From September 2020 to March 2021, the IFC organised 15
technical and financial sessions for innovation promotion. Out
of the 613 budding entrepreneurs, start-ups and MSMEs who
participated, we are highlighting 10 success stories.
We are hopeful that they will serve as motivation for others who
share their path towards becoming successful entrepreneurs!
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1.

BUILDING A BUSINESS ON
TRADITIONAL RECIPES

With a passion for healthy living, Ms. Pavana YJ followed
her dream of founding a nutritional food enterprise. Her
business, Nutriio revives traditional Indian recipes, using
native millets, grains, dates and nuts.
In order to build her business, Ms. YJ attended a workshop
on financial schemes and policies. The workshop helped
her to receive financial assistance from the government.
Additionally, she could use the network connect to better
understand industrial practices and administrative tasks.

I would like to thank AWAKE for organising such
brilliant workshops as they build confidence and
even give a perfect idea to expand the business
of every individual.

2.

GROWING A COFFEE
ENTERPRISE

‘Keep trying’ is Ms. Jayshree’s mantra for growing her
business. A coffee lover herself, she is the founder of
the organic coffee brand Manjusha. Her product is
procured from a high altitude of India’s Western Ghats in
Chickmaglur. The uniqueness of this blend is characterised
by a mix of Arabica coffee beans with 20% chicory,
promising a rich aroma accompanied by a smooth taste.
In order to expand her business, Ms. Jayashree discovered
the need to adapt modern marketing and manufacturing
techniques. Through attending AWAKE’s workshops,
she gained knowledge on how to build her business and
discovered methods for increased productivity, using
innovative technologies.

I am glad and thankful to AWAKE for organising such a
wonderful workshop for women entrepreneurs and for
making sure that every woman receives maximum benefits
and also gets exposure to expand every individual network
through AWAKE.
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3.

BECOMING A
SUCCESSFUL ARTISAN

To showcase their art and creativity to the public is every
artisan’s dream. Ms. Priyadarshini Naveen’s passion for art
and craft lead her to found a business in handicraft; the
Vanayas art studio.
The studio was well-received by its customers. Still, Ms.
Naveen sought to increase her networking and sales skills
and test new marketing strategies towards increasing her
sales.
Through the technical workshops offered by AWAKE,
she grew her skills. In particular, she gained knowledge
on sales strategies and online marketing. The sessions also
introduced the participants to business licensing.
Empowered from accessing AWAKE’s innovation
promotion services, she introduced a new business model
that will help increase her sales.

4.

TURNING A BAKING
STUDIO INTO A
SUCCESSFUL VENTURE

Ms. Rajeshwari Manjunath’s enthusiasm for baking healthy
cakes and manufacturing chocolates lead her to launch her
studio Fresh Bake Cake Art. Their business was buzzing
but they struggled to expand.
To increase the growth of Fresh Cake Art, Ms. Manjunath
decided to attend AWAKE’s events on marketing, finance,
packaging, import and export. Getting more knowledge on
how to run a business boosted her skillset and confidence.

AWAKE is proof that, if women are focused and passionate,
however challenging it may be, our products will find the
right customers. Along with guidance from AWAKE and
support from my friends and well wishers, I have decided to
increase my outreach to the market.
AWAKE always welcomes passionate people with open arms
for any help needed at any time when it comes to starting
businesses from scratch levels, planning or loan approvals.
I am proud to be an AWAKENER.
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5.

MAKING ORGANIC
FARMING ACCESSIBLE

Some businesses are rooted in an aspiration to better the society.
One of these is Rooth Jacklin’s Vruksh Organics. Her main
motivation for founding Vruksh was to combat malnutrition.
As such, her business farms and distributes organic fruits and
vegetables.
Although Ms. Jacklin had a basic business strategy, she
discovered the need to innovate it in order for her business to
grow. As an AWAKE member, she accessed their workshops.
The experts enabled her to evaluate different business strategies,
marketing, branding and packaging techniques. She also gained
knowledge on energy efficiency through solar energy, including
an introduction to innovative solar-based food processing
machines.

Thanks to these amazing workshops which
inspired me to implement more ideas for
organic produce.

6.

TAPPING INTO
NEW MARKETS

Through her business Grassroots Farm, Ms. Shalini Desai turned
an idea into success. Sustainable production and consumption
in mind, she decided on producing organic fruits and vegetables.
Accompanied by one employee, she grows exotic fruits and
vegetables on her farm, following traditional practices without
chemicals involved.
Grassroots Farm supplies their products directly to retailers
and institutional customers. With the aim of expanding their
business, she decided to also distribute to Agri-Tech centres.
These would enable her to enter international markets. However,
insufficient knowledge on how to access them initially restricted
her from contacting the distributors.
To broaden her horizon on accessing new markets, Ms. Desai
participated in six AWAKE workshops. Here, she learned more
about idea generation, food quality, branding and packaging,
sales, marketing, financial schemes and more. She further used
the platform to interact and exchange views with industry
experts, financial institutes and government representatives.

The AWAKE team is very supportive. As a
budding entrepreneur, workshops organized by
AWAKE on various topics were instrumental in
my entrepreneurial journey.
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7.

INCREASING
INDEPENDENCE THROUGH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Ms. Shashikala always dreamed of becoming a chef. Her
homemade masalas, snacks and kitchen powders thrilled her
family and friends. Having grown confident through their
feedback, she decided on entering the market with Shobha
Foods.
Through a series of workshops organised by AWAKE, she
learned about idea generation, sales and marketing strategies.
Having gained substantial knowledge on how to start and
maintain her business, she is now able to access partners and
customers.

The workshops organised by AWAKE are
incredible, they show every woman a path
towards success and independence.

8.

RUNNING A SWEETS
BUSINESS

Ms. Sheethal A.’s determination towards perfection helped her
in becoming an excellent entrepreneur in the food industry. Her
talent for manufacturing chocolate lead her towards founding
her own sweets business, Mellobite.
Though she was content with her output and customer response,
she wanted to further expand her business. In AWAKE training
sessions, she learned how to run a business, how to import
and export products, about packaging, marketing and product
improvement.

AWAKE helps to identify success factors that contribute
to the business success of many women. Any doubts, any
help will in no time be solved and fulfilled by AWAKE.
The AWAKE team understands the main challenges and
obstacles that women entrepreneurs face. They empower
every woman.
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9.

GROWING A
MICRO ENTERPRISE

Living a healthy, happy life through sustainable consumption
has always been important to Ms. Shyamala V. To contribute to
this goal, she started her business SRVB Angery Food Creator.
SRVB manufactures jaggery syrup which combines several
positive effects on health.
In order to improve her marketing and sales skills, she attended
a workshop organised by AWAKE. The inputs provided by
the experts increased her knowledge on marketing and sales.
Subsequently, she created an effective strategy for manufacturing
products in bulk.

Thanks to AWAKE for such a fabulous
experience which made every individual
achieve their dreams.

10.

ACCESSING SUPPLY
CHAINS TO GROW

Years of practice brought Ms. Shreeanjini Upadhya towards
acquiring extensive knowledge and skillset in the areas of food
and cosmetics. She used her potential to start her own enterprise;
Aadya Home Products.
In order to broaden her knowledge on building a brand, Ms.
Upadhaya started attending the workshops organised by
AWAKE. Through the support of the industry organisation,
she established her supply chain, discovered means to reduce
costs and increased production. Particularly helpful was the
support on responding to legal formalities and the guidance on
introducing new products to the market.

I thank AWAKE for the dedication give to build
every woman independently and showcase the
actual market world to everyone.
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